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The Curling Chip

September 2018

FLICKERTAIL WOODCARVERS
PO BOX 7473
BISMARCK ND 585007-7473

Due to unforseen problems with finishing the
whole thing, this is the first half of the
September/October issue. In this publication you
will find upcoming events including the library
exibit and a forthcoming presentation by Becky
Barnes. Also there is the announcement for the
annual Christmas party that will be held in
January. Next comes the September 1st meeting
that was held at Jerry Gengler’s shop in Steele.
The September 18th gathering featured Mike
Knudson who brought a simple relief heart based
on a Scandinavian design.
Finally our
participation at Apple Fest is the last article.
Thanks to all the Flickertail members who
helped out with this newsletter. For questions or
future articles send your info to Tom/Diane Turck at tdturck@bis.midco.net.
Good Carving! Newsletter Team: Tom Turck_and Diane Lehman Turck__

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/flickertailwoodcarversnd/
Pintress - https://www.pinterest.com/flickertailwoodcarvers/
Flickertail Woodcarver projects are supported in part by grants from the
North Dakota Council on the Arts, which receives funding from the state
legislature and the National Endowment for the Arts. They are also
supported by grants from Dakota West Arts Council and Montana
Dakota Resources Group.

9-10-18 Update
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Event Calendar
Meetings and Whittle-Ins are held at Trinity Lutheran Church in Bismarck

Facebook – flickertailwoodcarversnd Gmail
– flickertailwoodcarversnd@gmail.com
Website – flickertailwoodcarvers.org Pintress www.pinterest.com/flickertailwoodcarvers/
1st and 3rd Thursday = carving at Bismarck Edgewood Vista from 2-4 PM

**********************************************
Obituary Notices
In any year a club or organization like ours with so many people belonging, and a
number of them past retirement age, is likely to experience the death of a few of its
members. Not long ago, Donna’s husband Ed died and while most of us didn’t
know Ed, Donna is a well-known, helpful and kind member of the Woodcarvers.
We are very sorry for her loss and will keep her in our prayers.
Unfortunately, within a space of three weeks, Flickertail Woodcarvers lost two
extremely important and well-loved members. Bonnie Cook and Deb Emerson
were not carvers per se, they were the wives of carvers Perry and Doug,
respectively, but their thoughtfulness and actions for the past years into the present
helped to make the club itself vibrant and inclusive for family. Bonnie’s death was
sudden and unexpected as part of a medical team whose plane crashed shortly after
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take-off. Deb had been ill with cancer for a number of years. She was starting to
feel better, to enjoy and become more involved with life when her cancer came
back, killing her.
For a long time the Flickertails have been able to depend on the spousal members
of our families to organize the pot lucks, celebrations, and get-togethers necessary
to make a club feel welcoming. Bonnie and Karen Pedigo were often the ones who
spearheaded the efforts in recent years, but they received enthusiastic help from
many people, in part because they were so eager to make the end result enjoyable
for all.
During the Annual Fall Show, Bonnie and Karen were in charge of arranging for
instructors to teach the non-carving class on Saturday and Sunday. Because so
many carvers come with their spouses, having an extra class that would interest
others was sociable idea. And it has been extremely well attended. Teachers have
come from the public in general, but also inside the club. For instance, Bonnie and
Karen have taught a few classes, Gynnel Torgersen taught making fabric flowers,
and Deb taught weaving coaster size projects when her health had improved a
couple of years ago.
Bonnie, loved crafts, and there wasn’t a craft she couldn’t learn with flair. Deb, on
the other hand, was an art teacher, and loved teaching in elementary schools, at
BSC and just regular people like Woodcarvers. She and Doug seem to have
worked on colors for painting projects until they had a system perfected. The
feathers on Doug’s birds, for example, are not only identifiable to the vane or
colored part, but the barbs and barbules are also individual. Until she became too
sick, Deb would take a couple of project times a year and show members how to
apply different types of paint, including layering by number of washes and other
methods, what varieties of techniques lead to certain results and the kinds of
finishing or stains to use. When she felt better, she not only returned to teaching
members, but she instructed the new students who were becoming members.
Both Bonnie and Deb were kind and generous. They brightened the room just by
entering it. Each was genuinely interested in what we were doing and enjoyed
spending time with the club. And we enjoyed having them share their time with us
as well. We mourn their loss and send our prayers and thoughts to their families.
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**********************************************
Wood Carvings from Cultures
Around the World
Library Glass Case Exhibit
After collecting about 100 wood carvings from different cultures around the world,
Bob Pedigo delivered them to the Bismarck Public Library. Personnel at the
library, who have experience in showcasing artifacts, have organized the items into
a display. The carvings are grouped by their countries of origin on the glass
shelves.
If you have not gone to the library recently, please go and allow yourself to be
impressed by the art of the various places around the globe. Take someone with
you to enjoy the display pieces as well. You could take out a book while you’re
there.

Pictures at an Exhibition
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**********************************************

Save the Date
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**********************************************
Come Celebrate
The Flickertails
Post Christmas Party

When: Saturday, January 19th
Where: Dale & Jen Heglund’s house, 8100 Sibley Dr,
Bismarck
Time: An afternoon (12:00-5:00) of carving: a
name pin, a snake, a heart or some of each
An evening (5:00-9:00) of potluck dinner: with
entertainment and an optional gift exchange
Directions: Take Hwy 1804 (University Ave) south of
Bismarck past the airport, heading toward the
University of Mary. Prior to the hill going to U
Mary, turn west (right) on 48th Ave SE, then south
(left) on Sibley Drive. Take Sibley Drive about 2.5
miles south. Sibley is a winding road - continue
south until you are west of the U Mary cross, then
watch for a tan house on the right (north) side of
Sibley Drive.
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**********************************************
September 1st Pot Luck/Meeting
Jerry Gengler
On Saturday, September 1st, instead of having a regular meeting at the church,
members gathered at Jerry Gengler’s Workshop in Steele. Jerry had two purposes:
an early Labor Day potluck for fun and enjoyment, and to get some exposure for
the Flickertail Woodcarvers in Steele, through an article in the local newspaper. It
takes about 45 minutes to drive from Steele to Bismarck. If Jerry can interest a
couple of other people to join the club, they can share driving and conversation to
Bismarck and back.
As individuals arrived in ones and twos, Jerry took them on a tour through the two
rooms of the workshop, and to his large garden for a taste of raspberries before
returning to the long tables set for carving in the larger room. The wide doors,
running the length of the room, were open to let in extra light and for fresh, rural
air. It was a cool morning, but promised to get much warmer later. A table inside
the doors was set with food for the pot luck lunch. The smaller room contained
tools such as a band saw and a wide range of clamps.
As mentioned in the last newsletter, Luci and Eric G, who are both here today, are
working on wet carving mostly spoons in an assortment of sizes, butter spreaders
and spatulas. The variety of woods is astounding considering much of our carving
is done in just a few standard types. They have used lilac, apricot, apple,
buckthorn and mulberry etc each one showing its own color and grain. Lilac wood
actually has lavender streaks and mulberry is a creamy yellow. Eric G had been
thinking of working on a different project, but used the band saw in the tool room
of Jerry’s workshop to shape a piece of sumac so it could be carved into a deep
spoon. It’s probably just my imagination, but woodcarved spoons seem to be in
vogue lately. Tom and I went to Winnipeg for a couple of days to visit museums
and galleries, and even there we saw an emphasis on spoon carvings and their
numerous shapes.
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Many of the spoons and the modified plesiosaur (dinosaur age) that Becky B is
constructing will be displayed at the Heritage Center later this year, for an exhibit
that will be shown to the public for about a year. Becky had fun showing us all,

The lilac wood spoon is in the lower left

Roughed-out staghorn sumac spoon
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including Jerry’s granddaughters, how the tail wiggles because she glued leather
inside the joints. She was trying to decide how detailed to make the flippers. Each
little embellishment takes time, but looks impressive.

A plesiosaur in progress with a bendable tail

Granddaughters Leah and Gabby examining the flexible tail
Clara has been carving hearts for cancer survivors and decorating them with quilt
square patterns as well as bouquets of pink hearts. Looking so well done and
cheerful, anyone would love to have one. She was looking for suggestions on
color and other patterns. For Native Americans, a Star Quilt pattern would be a
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good idea, but all of the colors and diamonds might make the image look more
overcrowded than it should.

Some of Clara’s hearts
Other types of carving in progress were Jerry’s relief carving of a monster or ogre,
a chip carved trivet where Larry is using the traditional style taught to us in a class
a year ago last May, another realistic bison by Bob P (he recently finished one),
and an ovate owl with interesting eyes that Ron T is doing.

Jerry and Larry working with focus
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Bob P’s bison getting ready to roam
Besides the spoons and the hearts, other Show and Tell items were brought by
Clara and Ron T. Clara brought a bear with his head in a log, a shoe carved in
pine, and the beginnings of a whimsical cottonwood bark house. Children like
investigating the log to see if the bear can be seen. As far as the bark house, Clara
is not sure she will carve any further on the bear. She likes the impression the
drawn lines give. It certainly does seem like it would be fun to explore either way.

Clara’s carvings
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Ron Torgeson also brought several items for us to see. One was a Santa chuckling
over a bird and birdhouse, another was a pair of bluegills swimming in a rocky
shallows. He had a standing bear as well who only made it into the backgrounds of
pictures.

Santa getting ready for Christmas

The bluegills standing for a centerpiece at lunch
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Besides club members, we had a number of guests over during the morning. Julie,
Jerry’s wife came in with their granddaughter, Gabby and later Gabby came in
with her older sister Leah and their black lab to visit with Becky B. Still later, we
had more company with Julie, the little girls and their parents curious to see what
we were doing. After the family left, Julie came back later for lunch and afternoon
conversation. Several people went to see Clara’s camper in the morning. She had
driven it over, and it was parked at the curb. It looks like it would be comfortable.
Because this get together is taking the place of a regular monthly meeting,
everyone has his or her own project rather than having one presented. Besides
carvers, Karen is sewing, and Gynnel has brought a book.
Labor Day lunch was hot dogs and sausage, baked beans, a variety of salads and
cookies, and homemade moist brownies with nuts on top. People continued
talking and carving, some into mid-afternoon. Eric G got most of the sumac spoon
finished. Bob P is so comfortable carving bison that he has this one almost
completed as well.

**********************************************
September 18th, 2018 Whittle-In
Mike Knudson brought a simple relief heart based on a Scandinavian design. He
brought an article describing taking a heart shaped smaller design and merging it
with larger, more complex, ones. I think the smaller one was about right for
tonight’s project. Some members can use this one to create more intricate patterns
as they want. Mike had a number of completed examples to show as well.

Mike’s design template

Finished hearts
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There was a fairly big crowd tonight. At least 20 people along with two little girls.
Lots of people just came to carve. However, many brought Show and Tell items.
In addition, there were intriguing and interesting pieces for Bob P to collect for the
coming library display.

A cross-section of the tables of carvers

The youngest carver
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The club has been trying to produce the number of hearts that the Cancer Society
needs for its patients. Many of those made are very beautiful or interesting and
will surely be appreciated by those who choose them.

Eric G holding hearts fashioned in different woods

Clara’s hearts that almost look like ivory or maybe macadamia with walnuts
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This, as I think I’ve mentioned, seems to be the Year of the Spoon in carving.
About 25 or so spoons decorate the tables with lovely colors of lilac, brown and
pink floating through some, and well marked tans and browns defining the grain in
others. Most of them will be part of the year long display at the Heritage Center
next year. One of the small spoons carefully done by Luci had won First Place in
the Morton County Fair and Second Place in the State Fair. In addition, there were
two love spoons.

Luci with First and Second Place Ribbons for her spoon
(and she’s wearing a cool Dr. Who shirt besides)
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A few of the more remarkable spoons lying on the tables

Two well-crafted Love spoons
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Watching Eric T’s projects as they unfold is usually a treat. This time, though,
we’ll have to wait until the next meeting to understand what we’re seeing. Becky

A carving barely begun

Amazing workmanship
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B has two beautiful flowers that are part of a larger intarsia project. The inner
petals are both the same kind of wood, but one is slightly darker than the other,
heightening the interest in the finished project. Vince carved a young orangutan
sitting under a palm tree, eating a banana looks so pleased with himself and
relaxed, and an alert, inquisitive blue jay standing on a branch are two Show and
Tell animals. Becky W

Vince’s Indonesian idler
is almost done with her raffle prize. Using an idea and plans she found elsewhere,
Becky carved a farmer and engineered him so that he can fly a kite, and his head
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rotates to follow the path of the kite. The last piece was getting the man’s head to
keep from turning around completely.

Such pretty birds but they’ll steal your lunch if they can

A farmer in breezy North Dakota looking forward to kite flying
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This is the last day to give Bob P carvings from other cultures for the library to
display in its window cases near the front door. The variety of the exhibits the
library presents and changes every few months is certainly a gift to the residents
who come to see them. It’s a treat for the eyes and the brain. Bob already has a
number of artifacts, but members brought so much more tonight. People brought
things in a delightful range of items in boxes and bags to protect them, and Bob
carefully recorded the data and ownership of each.

Bob putting some of the carvings into a box
Carvings brought in came almost all over the world, with the exception, of course,
of Antarctica. There were a lot of items from mainland Europe, Southeast Asia,
Scandinavia, Central America and China. Native American Art was represented
by tribes from the Southwest and the Northwest Coast. Some are below:
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Not surprisingly, given the number of people in the Minnesota, North Dakota area
whose relatives came from Norway and Sweden, there were pieces reminiscent of
Viking marauders, fishing, Dala horses and the mountains in the “Heidi” story.
Some of the carvings represent how people view their place in the world giving a
glimpse into the importance of religious thought and symbolism.
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A Northwest Coast bear totem and a Southeast Asian ceremonial mask

In the box are several recently made reproductions of cultural items from Finnish
drinking cups to an Eastern North American Folk Art shore bird.
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While the recent reproductions are the newest items collected for the exhibit, the
pieces below are perhaps the oldest. Fragile, there were separate groupings of life
in China several generations ago.

Transporting goods with a one wheeled cart and a shoulder pole

**********************************************
Apple Fest
September 22-23, 2018
Eric G took over for Dale, when he had to be out of town for the demonstration, at
Buckstop Junction during Apple Fest. Apple Fest has been celebrated for 12 years
as a fund raiser for the Cancer Center. There are a number of children’s activities
as well as food and music and it is well attended even though it comes about five
weeks after the Corn Feed because of the family focus.
I had the first shift, but overslept and was about ½ hour late. I needn’t have
worried because there were a number of extra members at the booth as well as the
others who had signed up. Becky W had her buttons set out with other carvings,
raffle tickets and carving magazines; Mike had several of the carvings in various
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colors he presented last Tuesday; and I had a minnow keychain, some muskies and
other things to look at. In addition, there was an eye-catching “heart of Gold”
statue that Mike carved next to Dale’s heart bowl filled with carved hearts for sale
for the Cancer Society.

Morning sun highlighting our table
While our table was outside of the lumber building for the Corn Feed, for Apple
Fest, we are next to the blacksmith shop. There are definite advantages and
disadvantages to both locations. Eventually, we will overcome those problems.
For now, we can enjoy meeting people, telling them about carving and
encouraging them to support the Cancer Society.
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It’s always interesting to watch the blacksmiths at work
As with the Corn feed, there are hay rides and several parades.

A hayride with the lumber building in the background
For Apple Fest, the Horizon High School band and Miss Teen North Dakota were
highlighted in one parade.
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Parents trying to see where their child is marching

Miss Teen North Dakota putting in an appearance
People wandering through the streets and village seemed to be enjoying
themselves. There was a series of bands right next to us, and the seats in their tent
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were often occupied by listeners and those taking a break for lunch. Many stopped
by the table and visited with our members. A lot of those staffing the table also
walked around before and after their shifts to enjoy themselves and get a bite to
eat. Many tourists from other places in the United States and the world come to
Buckstop Junction either for an event like this or using a docent to walk them
through the village. It will be a satisfying accomplishment to have a first-rate
carving exhibit here.
On a cautionary note, woodcarvers like everyone else, ignore safety. They don’t
always use gloves and thumb protections as they should. Bob Federer’s recent
mishap where he sliced the muscles below his thumb got infected resulting in
several staples to keep the area more germ free, allowing it to heal better.

Maybe the scar will be the start to a great story of a sword fight for kids

